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Abstract—The perceived public transport quality is an important driver that influences both customer satisfaction and mobility choices. The competition among transport operators needs to improve the quality of the services and identify which attributes are perceived as relevant by passengers. Among the “traditional” public transport quality attributes there are, for example: travel and waiting time, regularity of the services, and ticket price. By contrast, there are some “non-conventional” attributes that could significantly influence customer satisfaction jointly with the “traditional” ones. Among these, the beauty/aesthetics of the transport terminals (e.g. rail station and bus terminal) is probably one of the most impacting on user perception. Starting from these considerations, the point stressed in this paper was if (and how much) the travel experience of the overall travel (e.g. how long is the travel, how many transport modes must be used) influences the perception of the public transport quality. The aim of this paper was to investigate the weight of the terminal quality (e.g. aesthetic, comfort and service offered) within the overall travel experience. The case study was the extra-urban Italian bus network. The passengers of the major Italian terminal bus were interviewed and the analysis of the results shows that about the 75% of the travelers, are available to pay up to 30% more for the ticket price for having a high quality terminal. A travel experience effect was observed: the average perceived transport quality varies with the characteristic of the overall trip. The passengers that have a “long trip” (travel time greater than 2 hours) perceived as “low” the overall quality of the trip even if they pass through a high quality terminal. The opposite occurs for the “short trip” passengers. This means that if a traveler passes through a high quality station, the overall perception of that terminal could be significantly reduced if he is tired from a long trip. This result is important and if confirmed through other case studies, will allow to conclude that the “travel experience impact” must be considered as an explicit design variable for public transport services and planning.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The public transport quality in is an important variable that influence customer perception and could influence also the mobility choices of the passengers [1], [2]. Activity needs require to be satisfied through adequate transport accessibility [3], [4]. In this context, public transport services allow to reduce car usage, especially in the congested urban areas [5]-[7]. Public transport quality is one of the main drivers for transport operators and, for this reason, is important to better individuate which variables are perceived as relevant by the transport users [1], [8], [9]. The transport quality could be analyzed in two ways: from the operators’ point of view and from the passengers’ point of view [1]. For the transport operators, the quality in function of designed variables (e.g. travel and waiting time, and ticket price); by contrast, for the passengers the quality can be divided into perceived quality [1], [10], [11] and desired quality (that is the target of quality) that the passengers want to receive [1], [12]-[14].

Among the perceived quality variables, the aesthetic of transportation terminals (e.g. airport terminals, rail and bus terminal,) is probably the most influencing the passenger perception. Since 1980, the Station Renaissances (an architectural movement) was developed aimed at satisfying passenger expectations with respect to travel quality such as station comfort, safety and transport services [15]-[17]. According to the Station Renaissances, the transport station becomes a place in which it is possible to carry out many useful activities (e.g. restoration, shopping, personal activity) a part of waiting for a train [16], [17].

In the literature, there are different papers dealing with how terminal quality influences the perceived quality of passengers. For example, Cascceta and Carteni [18] showed that the monetary value of a beautiful and comfortable station is 40 euro cents per trip. This means that the willingness to pay for a passenger, in using a high aesthetic and architectural station, is 40 euro cents per trip.

Because of the perceived quality of the overall trip depends on both the station/bus terminal quality and on the quality of all the transport modes used along the travel, Hernandez et al., [19] identify the project characteristics of a high quality transport terminal in order to enlarge the perceived quality among the passengers.

The aim of this research was to investigate the role and the weight of the travel experience within the perceived terminal quality (e.g. beauty, aesthetic, service offered, comfort). The application case study was the extra urban bus services in Italy. Furthermore, an ad-hoc survey was also performed within major Italian bus terminals.

The paper is divided into five sections; first, some high quality transport terminals round the world are presented, and in the second section, the proposed application case study and the mobility survey is introduced and described. In the fourth section, the main research results are reported, while in the last part of the paper, the conclusions are discussed.

II. A LITERATURE REVIEW ABOUT QUALITY OF TRANSPORT TERMINALS AND STOPS

In the last decades, many high quality transport terminal were built round the world; some examples are in New York
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[20], in India [21] (Fig. 1), for the stations, and in Netherlands [22], in German [23] and in Portugal [24], as examples of beautiful bus terminals (Fig. 2). Recently, also different bus stops were designed through high architectural standards (e.g. in Japan and U.S.A. as reported in Fig. 3).

By analyzing the best practices round the world, it is possible to define the main standards for a high quality transport terminal:

a) aesthetics (architectural quality);
b) services for passengers;
c) environmental sustainability of the terminal;
d) inter-modal integration.

From the case studies available, it emerged that the appropriate definition of the aesthetics of the terminal together with the availability and the quality of different services offered to travelers (e.g. restaurant, bar, free Wi-Fi, shops, e-ticketing) are the main standard for design a high quality transport node. From a functional point of view, both a physical (e.g. parking availability for private cars) and a modal integration (e.g. ticket integration among all public transport modes) allow passengers both to reduce the interchange time and enlarge the perceived quality. Furthermore, in different application case studies emerged environmental attention in the choice of the materials for built terminals (e.g. recycled or recyclable materials; energy saving both for the indoor climate and for lighting).

Fig. 1 Examples of high-quality intermodal terminals round the world [20], [21]

III. THE APPLICATION CASE STUDY: THE EXTRA-URBAN ITALIAN BUS NETWORK

To quantify the weight of the travel experience within the perceived terminal quality, a mobility survey was performed among the passengers of the Italian extra-urban bus network, starting from the results of [25]. Some representative bus terminals were chosen among the main ones in Italy. The criteria defined for choosing the representative bus terminals in composing the study panel were:

- terminals both in large and medium-small cities,
- terminals located in north, central and southern Italy,
- terminals with and without high architectural standard;
- terminals with and without the presence of an interchange transport node (e.g. interchange among bus, train, private car and bike).

Finally, five representative bus terminals were defined:

1. Naples (south);
2. Avellino (south);
3. Crotone (south);
4. Rome (centre);
5. Milan (north).

The principal characteristics of the analyzed terminals are shown in Table I. The city of Naples (located in the South of Italy near Amalfi, Pompei and Sorrento), with a population of about one million people, has a “traditional” bus terminal with an important inter-change node allowing passengers to move...
from bus to rail and metro (and vice versa). The services offered to the travelers are: bars, restaurants, shops, and phones. Also Rome (capital city of Italy), with a population of 2.6 millions of residents, has a “traditional” transport terminal with the presence of an integrated interchange node. The main services offered to the travelers are a restaurant and a bar a part of public phones and WCs. Milan (1.2 million residents), jointly with Naples and Rome has a not-high esthetical bus terminal with an interchange node from bus to urban train. The services offered to the travelers are the same of Rome: restaurants, bars, public phones, WCs besides a comfortable waiting area.

The small city of Avellino (427,000 residents) is the worst bus terminal analyzed because of the low-aesthetics of the terminal and the absence of an interchange node and services for passengers. Finally, the city of Crotone (171,000 residents) represents the best practices in Italy with respect to the aesthetics of the terminal. It has also an interchange node from bus to rail services and many services for passengers like: waiting rooms, bars, restaurants, phones, shops and WCs.

In all the terminals of the panel, in 2016 a mobility survey was performed; through a Computer-Assisted Web Interviewing method (developing an ad-hoc App), more than 1,100 passengers were interviewed. The questionnaire was composed in:
- socio-economic information: gender, age, and occupation of the traveler;
- trip characteristics: origin and destination of the travel, all transport modes used, and price/type of the ticket used;
- perceived quality of travel: quoting the quality of different attributes:
  - on-board and waiting time;
  - aesthetics and architectural standard of the bus terminal;
- presence and quality of services like restaurants, bars, shops; and,
- willingness to pay for a high quality terminal in term of both an increase in architectural standards of the terminal and more (in quality and quantity) services for passengers.

### TABLE I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Milan (Nord)</th>
<th>Rome (Central)</th>
<th>Naples (Southern)</th>
<th>Avellino (Southern)</th>
<th>Crotone (Southern)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Populations of the city (millions)</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Architectural and aesthetic quality</td>
<td>&quot;traditional&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;traditional&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;traditional&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;traditional&quot;</td>
<td>High aesthetic quality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Availability of services for passengers</td>
<td>bar, restaurant, phone, WC, waiting room</td>
<td>bar, restaurant, WC, phone</td>
<td>bar, restaurant, shops, phone</td>
<td>bar, restaurant, shops, phone, WC, waiting room</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presence of an interchange node</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### IV. ANALYSIS OF THE MAIN RESULTS

The results of the survey show that the 54-57% of those interviewed use the bus for systematic (work and study) purposes. While 56% of passengers, traveling in the main Italian cities (Milan, Rome and Naples), use an extra-urban bus service only occasionally. The opposite occurs for the uses living the medium-small cities of the panel (Crotone and Avellino), where the trip frequency is high for the 62% of travelers.

According to the perceived quality of the bus services, for the main part of the users (terminals) interviewed, the perceived quality were medium-high both for the on-board travel time and for the waiting time and regularity of the service (Fig. 4).

With respect to the perceived quality of the services offered in the terminal (Fig. 5), the quality is perceived as “low” for the 73% of the passengers interviewed in Milan, Rome and Avellino, is perceived as medium quality for 63% of the passengers in Naples, while it is perceived as high for 70% of the passengers living in Crotone (where the most beautiful terminal bus of the panel is located). Furthermore, the 75% of the travelers in Milan, Rome, Naples and Avellino perceived the aesthetic of the bus terminal as “low quality”, while the 80% of the passengers in Crotone perceived as “high aesthetic quality” the terminal (Fig. 6).

Through an in-depth analysis, it was possible to point out that perceived quality is directly correlated with the overall characteristic and personal feeling of the journey, underling a
travel experience effect for travelers. Among the passengers of the high quality bus terminals, 46% of that performing a “long trip” (that is a trip with a total travel time greater than two hours and/or more than one transport modes used) perceived as “low” the aesthetics of the terminal, while the opposite (the 11% of the travelers) occurs for those who perform a “short trip”. This means that the “beauty” of the terminal is under-perceived if the passenger is (or will be) tired for a long travel.

**Fig. 7 Survey results: Travel experience effect for the passengers of high quality terminals**

**V. CONCLUSION**

The aim of this paper was to investigate the role of travel experience within the perception of terminal quality (e.g. beauty, aesthetic, comfort and services for the passengers). In 2016, a mobility survey was performed with this aim in Italy. The main results underline that the perceived quality is directly correlated with both the characteristics of the travel and with passengers’ moods (travel experience effect). Even if a passenger spends time in a high quality terminal, the overall perceived quality of the trip is “low” for those travelers who carry out a “long trip” or use more than one transport mode (“low quality” travel), while the opposite occurs for the “short trips”. Furthermore, 75% of passengers interviewed are available to pay up to 30% more for the ticket price for having a high quality terminal. This result is the main original finding and if confirmed, will allow to conclude that the “beauty” of the terminal could be reduced/increased in perception according with the mood of the passenger. For example, a passenger in a “tired mood”, caused by a low quality travel (e.g. in term of high waiting times, irregular services, more than one mode used), will perceived as a “not-so-high” quality, the beauty of a transport terminal. This situation is known as the “travel experience effect” and could become a design variable in rational decision-making processes [28] and also in cost-benefit analysis [29]. Starting from these results, one possible application will be the quantification of the demand variation caused by the revamping of a station through high quality standards plus the presence of an interchange transport nodes (as suggested in [30]).

**Fig. 4 Survey results: Perceived quality of the bus line services**

**Fig. 5 Survey results: Perceived quality of the terminal services**

**Fig. 6 Survey results: Perceived quality of the aesthetics and architecture of the terminals**
Fig. 8 Willingness to pay for a high standard of architectural and design and more services (bar, restaurant, free WI-FI)
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